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intermediate

Pegasus 
Wings

Tools / Materials 
• Hook: same hook you used for the body of your pony

    (I used a 2.5mm hook) 

• Yarn: same yarn you used for the body of your pony

    (I used Caron Simply Soft, Aran 8 wpi)


• Yarn needle

• Stitch Markers (optional, for keeping track of your rows)


Gauge / Dimensions 
Gauge and dimensions will vary based on size of yarn, size of hook, 
and tension.  
Single crochet gauge: 6 stitches per inch, 7 rows per inch  
Height: approx. 3.5 inches (tip of Finger C to bottom of Palm)

Width: approx. 3.25 inches (edge of Finger A to edge of Finger B)


Notes: 
• The wings in the example images are squished flat without 

any toy filling.


• If using toy filling, begin stuffing a finger after it’s been 
joined to the palm and the small hole has been sewn shut 
(see instructions under Finger D / Palm).

Summary 
This is a pattern for wings designed to be 
added to a pony crochet pattern—but in 
theory can be added to whichever pattern 
you would like (size and style allowing). 
Flying pigs, perhaps?


Each wing is created by making 4 “fingers” 
that are then joined together on different 
rows that form a “palm” (see diagram on 
next page).


Terms 
mc = magic circle (will be followed by 
number and type of stitch)

sc = single crochet

dec = single crochet invisible decrease 

[…] x # = repeat instructions in brackets ([ ]) 
the indicated number (#) of times 
R# = round number (#)

(#) = number (#) of stitches in that round.
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Wing 
MAKE 2 

Finger A

R1: mc sc 10 (10)

R2 - R4: sc 10 (10, 3 rounds)

Break yarn with an end for stitching a small hole shut.


Finger B

R1: mc sc 10 (10)

R2 - R8: sc 10 (10, 7 rounds)

Break yarn with an end for stitching a small hole shut.


Finger C

R1: mc sc 10 (10)

R2 - R9: sc 10 (10, 8 rounds)

Break yarn with an end for stitching a small hole shut.


Finger D / Palm

R1: mc sc 10 (10)

R2 - R7: sc 10 (10, 6 rounds)

On this next round, you will be joining fingers D and C 
together (this will begin to form the palm). 
R8: Starting in the first stitch of the last round of 
Finger C: sc, dec, sc 4, dec, sc. Continue onto the 
first stitch of the last round of Finger D: sc, dec, sc 4, 
dec, sc (16) 
Use the end tail of Finger C and a yarn needle to stitch 
the small hole between the fingers shut. 
R9: sc 16 (16)

On this next round, you will be joining finger B to the 
palm. 
R10: sc, dec, sc. Starting in the first stitch of the last 
round of Finger B: sc, dec, sc 4, dec, sc. Continue 
working around the palm: sc, dec, sc 2, dec, sc 2, 
dec, sc (20)

Use the end tail of Finger B and a yarn needle to stitch 
the small hole between the fingers shut. 
R11: sc 20 (20)

R12: [dec, sc 2] x 2, [dec, sc] x 2, dec, sc 2, dec (14) 


R13: sc 14 (14)

On this next round, you will be joining finger A to the 
palm. 
R14: [dec, sc] x 2. Starting in the first stitch of the last 
round of Finger A: sc, dec, sc 4, dec, sc. Continue 
working around the palm: dec, sc, dec, sc 3 (18)

Use the end tail of Finger A and a yarn needle to stitch 
the small hole between the fingers shut. 
R15: sc 18 (18)

R16: [dec, sc] x 6 (12)

R17: sc 12 (12)

All 4 “fingers”

Finger D / Palm:

start of round 8

Finger D / Palm:

end of round 8

(above stitch marker placed in first stitch of round 8)

Done! Now break the 
yarn (optionally leaving 
a long end for 
stitching), then give 
your poor hands a 
break before sewing 
the wings to your pony 
(or whatever)! 
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